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In fluid solution un-tethered donors and acceptors can diffuse freely, and consequently the donor-acceptor 
distance is usually not fixed on the timescale of an electron transfer event. When attempting to investigate 
the influence of driving-force changes or donor-acceptor distance variations on electron transfer rates this 
can be a problem. In rigid matrices diffusion is suppressed, and it becomes possible to investigate fixed-
distance electron transfer. This method represents an attractive alternative to investigating rigid rod-like 10 

donor-bridge-acceptor molecules which have to be made in elaborate syntheses. This Perspective focuses 
specifically on the distance dependence of photoinduced electron transfer which occurs via tunneling of 
charge carriers through rigid matrices over distances between 1 and 33 Å. Some key aspects of the 
theoretical models commonly used for analyzing kinetic data of electron tunneling through rigid matrices 
are recapitulated. New findings from this rather mature field of research are emphasized. 15 

Long-range electron transfer is an important process in chemistry, 
physics, and biology.1 For example, biochemical redox reactions 
can occur at significant rates even when the two reaction partners 
are separated by more than 20 Å.2 Photoinduced electron transfer 
is frequently investigated in fluid solution but for many 20 

applications it is desirable to understand the fundamentals of 
light-triggered charge transfer in rigid media. This is true for 
example for photoinduced electron transfer in composites of 
conducting polymers which are used in organic (“plastic”) solar 
cells or in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).3-5  25 

 One of the main reasons why chemists initially became 
interested in electron transfer between randomly dispersed donors 
and acceptors in rigid matrices is the fact that diffusion processes 
can make investigation of electron transfer kinetics difficult. 
While searching for the so-called inverted driving-force effect 30 

predicted by Marcus theory, it became evident that studying 
fixed-distance electron transfer is desirable.6 One approach to 
ensure a fixed donor-acceptor distance on the timescale of an 
electron transfer event is to covalently link the reactants to one 
another.7, 8 However, this approach can be synthetically tedious, 35 

and therefore immobilization of untethered donors and acceptors 
in rigid matrices represents an attractive alternative. In early 
studies involving rigid matrices the electron transfer events were 
triggered by pulse radiolysis,9-11 and the focus was on elucidating 
the dependence of electron transfer rates on reaction free 40 

energy.12-15 Over the years, light-induced electron transfer 
became more popular, and the focus shifted towards exploring the 
dependence of electron transfer rates on the distance between the 
donor and the acceptor.11, 16 It is primarily the latter aspect which 
represents the focal point of the current Perspective, the earlier 45 

pulse radiolysis work is not reviewed here. 

 To the best of the author’s knowledge, there has been no prior 
review on the subject of photoinduced electron tunneling between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in glassy matrices; a 
related other review on the more general subject of electron 50 

transfer in the solid state dates from 1987.17 The field of electron 
tunneling in glasses is very mature; much important work was 
performed well before 1980,1, 10, 18 and the peak activity was 
reached in the 1980s. Between 1990 and 2000 this research area 
has been somewhat dormant but in more recent years it has 55 

experienced a revival. The current Perspective therefore seems 
timely, particularly in view of recent important insights gained 
regarding the analysis of time-dependent luminescence decay 
data,19 electron tunneling through aqueous and organic glasses,20 
driving-force studies of electron transfer in ionic liquids,21, 22 and 60 

in view of the importance of long-range electron transfer in 
polymers for plastic solar cells and OLEDs. Notably, recent 
studies of electron tunneling in glassy matrices have significantly 
advanced the general understanding of the distance dependence 
of long-range electron transfer, in particular with respect to the 65 

dependence of the electronic coupling between distant donors and 
acceptors on the intervening medium separating two reactants.23, 

24 As should be evident from the title and the abstract, the scope 
of this Perspective is restricted to systems in which both the 
electron donors and electron acceptors are randomly dispersed in 70 

glassy matrices and related rigid (and highly viscous) media. 
Photoinduced charge-separation in polymer blends or polymer 
heterojunctions (as investigated in the context of plastic solar cell 
research) is not reviewed here; reviews of this vast field of 
research are already available in the literature.3, 25 75 
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Figure 1. Illustration of photoinduced electron transfer between 

randomly dispersed donors and acceptors. Black filled circles: donors; 
grey circles: molecules of the rigid matrix; open circles: acceptors. 

 Figure 1 illustrates what is happening on the molecular level in 5 

an experiment of photoinduced electron transfer between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in a rigid medium. 
Typically, the donor is a luminescent molecule which is present 
at low concentration (10-5 M) while the non-emissive acceptor is 
present at large excess (up to 1 M). When using neutral molecules 10 

a random dispersion of donors and acceptors can be expected, 
and consequently a whole range of donor-acceptor distances is 
automatically present. Electron transfer will occur from a 
photoexcited donor to the nearest acceptor, and the distribution of 
such closest donor-acceptor contacts is random, too. Therefore, 15 

from analysis of the donor luminescence quenching it is possible 
to determine electron transfer rates for an entire ensemble of 
donor-acceptor pairs using statistical mechanical models; the 
distance dependence of electron transfer rates is an integral part 
of the respective models (section 2). 20 

 Although typically associated with minimal synthetic effort, 
investigation of photoinduced electron transfer in rigid matrices is 
not trivial for several reasons. In the rigid medium reorganization 
of the molecules surrounding the donors and acceptors in the 
course of electron transfer is not as easily possible as in fluid 25 

solution. As a consequence, electron transfer must be associated 
with significant exothermicity in order to occur at appreciable 
rates.26-28 When working with frozen glasses at 77 K or below, 
very little thermal energy is available and in the classical picture 
only electron transfer processes with small activation barriers can 30 

be efficient. Donors and acceptors must be chosen such that they 
do not cluster in the matrix, and the donor emission must not 
overlap with any acceptor absorption in order to preclude donor 
excited-state depopulation by energy transfer. Last but not least, 
the rigid matrix should form transparent glasses or films of good 35 

optical quality, even when high concentrations of quencher are 
present. These requirements are stringent and can make the 
search for suitable combinations of donors, acceptors, and rigid 
matrices a tricky one.29  
 In section 2 of this Perspective the theoretical basis for 40 

photoinduced electron tunneling in rigid matrices is presented in 
compact form, section 3 highlights some pertinent practical 
aspects. The subsequent sections discuss specific case studies: 
Section 4 focuses on organic donors and acceptors in frozen 
glasses, while section 5 deals with metal complexes in highly 45 

viscous solutions, frozen glasses, and polymer films. Section 6 is 
concerned with sensitized electron transfer over ultra-long 
distances (i. e., up to 90 Å). Section 7 provides a summary and 

some conclusions. 

 50 

Figure 2. Energy level diagram illustrating photoinduced (forward) 
electron transfer from a neutral donor to a neutral acceptor, and 

thermal (back) electron transfer from reduced acceptor to oxidized 
donor. 

2. Theoretical background 55 

Under the assumption that the donor has only one photoactive 
excited state and the acceptor has only one accepting state the 
simple three-level diagram of Figure 2 provides an adequate 
description of the photoinduced electron transfer chemistry 
occurring between randomly dispersed donors (D) and acceptors 60 

(A) in a rigid matrix. After pulsed excitation, the photoactive 
state of D decays with an intrinsic lifetime () governed by 
emission and nonradiative (multiphonon) relaxation processes. In 
presence of electron acceptors, electron transfer from the excited 
state of D to A becomes an alternative excited-state deactivation 65 

pathway, and this leads to a faster luminescence decay and a 
decrease of the time-integrated emission intensity. In a 
subsequent dark reaction D+ and A- react back to the initial state. 
The rates of forward (kf) and backward electron transfer (kb) and 
their dependence on the D – A distance are usually of central 70 

interest in investigations of electron transfer in rigid matrices.2 
 Semiclassical theory describes electron transfer rates (kET) as a 
product of a frequency prefactor, an electronic factor (HDA), and a 
nuclear factor.30 The interplay of reaction free energy (GET

0) 
and reorganization energy () in the nuclear factor defines the 75 

well-known Gaussian free energy dependence of electron transfer 
rates. Neither GET

0 nor  can be determined easily for D / A 
pairs in rigid matrices, but it is possible to obtain estimates based 
on GET

0 and  values that have been determined in fluid 
solution. For instance, the change from fluid solution (at 298 K) 80 

to a rigid 2-methyltetrahydrofuran glass (at 77 K) was found to 
lead to a decrease of GET

0 for electron transfer between a 
photoexcited porphyrin and various benzoquinones by about 0.8 
eV.31 The influence of rigid media on  can be similarly drastic.17, 

28 Outer-sphere reorganization is severely limited in rigid media; 85 

the static dielectric constant approaches the optical dielectric 
constant and the outer-sphere reorganization energy (o) can 
approach zero.  
 For a given D / A couple both GET

0 and  can vary as a 
function of D – A distance,32, 33 HDA is usually assumed to exhibit 90 

an exponential distance dependence as discussed below.34 For 
non-driving-force optimized systems (-GET

0  ) complicated 
distance dependences of kET can result.35 Many of the glassy 
systems discussed in this review were investigated at 77 K, i. e., 
under experimental conditions at which very little thermal energy 95 

is available. Consequently, in the classical picture only electron 
transfers with small activation barriers are likely to be efficient, 
and many of these systems are therefore likely to be nearly 
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activationless (-GET
0  ). The distance dependence of kET is 

then often assumed to be governed by the distance dependence of 
the electronic factor (HDA

2), and contributions from variations of 
GET

0 and  with increasing D – A distance are neglected. HDA 
describes the electronic coupling between distant donors and 5 

acceptors through superexchange interactions and its magnitude 
decreases exponentially with increasing D – A distance.34 The 
distance dependence of the forward and backward electron 
transfer rates can then be described as:  
 10 

kf(r) = kf(R0)  exp[–f (r – R0)]   (1a) 
kb(r) = kb(R0)  exp[–b (r – R0)]   (1b) 
 
In these equations, R0 is the center-to-center donor-acceptor 
distance at van der Waals contact (commonly estimated by 15 

molecular modeling), and kf(R0) and kb(R0) are the rate constants 
for forward and backward electron transfer when donor and 
acceptor are in van der Waals contact. The  parameters are the 
so-called distance decay constants for photoinduced charge-
separation (f) and thermal charge-recombination (b). 20 

Determination of these  values is a key goal of investigations of 
photoinduced electron transfer in rigid matrices, as they capture 
the efficiency of long-range electron transfer in a single number. 
For reference, the  parameter of vacuum has been calculated to 
2.9 – 4.0 Å-1,36 protein backbone typically yields -values around 25 

1.1 Å-1,37 while some of the most efficient molecular wires 
exhibit -values on the order of 0.1 Å-1 or below.38 However, it 
should be noted that the  parameter is clearly a property of a 
given combination of donor, acceptor, and intervening 
medium;39-41 only to a crude approximation is it a bridge or 30 

intervening medium specific property. 

 
 
Figure 3. Illustration of the Perrin model: (a) quencher beyond the critical 
quenching radius (R0); (b) quencher within R0. Reprinted with permission 35 

from ref. 42. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. 

 Most experimental studies of randomly dispersed donors and 
acceptors in rigid matrices have focused on the forward process 
in Figure 2 because it is easier to detect experimentally and 

analyze theoretically than the backward reaction. The common 40 

experimental observable for forward electron transfer is the donor 
luminescence intensity. 
 Various theoretical models for analyzing time-dependent 
luminescence intensities (I(t)) have been developed. The common 
starting point for these models is the radial pair distribution 45 

function (eq. 2) which describes the local density of molecules 
within a given radius (r) around a central molecule in relation to 
the average density of molecules (). 
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In the following a few of the commonly used models will be 50 

briefly described. The idea is to give an overview of the 
methodology for data analysis, but for rigorous derivations of the 
individual mathematical equations the reader is referred to the 
original references cited in the appropriate places below. A 
review comparing different theoretical methods has already been 55 

published.43 
 The Perrin model (also called the sphere of action model or 
capture volume model) defines a critical quenching radius (R0) at 
which the rate for photoinduced electron transfer equals the 
inherent excited-state decay rate, i. e., kf(R0) = -1. At D – A 60 

distances R << R0 the emission is completely quenched, but when 
R >> R0 the luminescence remains unperturbed (Figure 3). 
Assuming the distribution of D and A is random, R0 is a simple 
function of the critical quencher concentration [A]q: 
 65 

R0 = (4/3[A]q)-1/3     (3) 
 
[A]q is the concentration of acceptor molecules per Å3 needed to 
quench the donor luminescence to 1/e of its value in the absence 
of quencher. At the critical concentration [A]q there is on average 70 

exactly one acceptor molecule within the distance R0 of a donor 
molecule.44 R0 can be determined experimentally from plots of 
ln(I0/I) versus the acceptor concentration (I0 and I are the 
emission intensity in absence and presence of quencher, 
respectively). The slope of such logarithmic plots measures R0. 75 

This is in contrast to emission quenching in fluid solution, where 
it is customary to establish Stern-Volmer plots in which I0/I is 
plotted against the quencher concentration; from the slope of such 
plots the bimolecular quenching rate constant can be calculated.45 
 The Perrin model can also be used for analysis of 80 

luminescence decay curves.46-51 As long as the donor 
concentration is much lower than the acceptor concentration ([D] 
<< [A]), the donor luminescence intensity as a function of time 
(I(t)) after a short excitation pulse can be expressed in the form of 
the tunneling radius (r(t)) which is spanned over time t: 85 

 
I(t)/I(t=0) = exp[–(4/3)[A]  (r(t)3 – R0

3)]  (4a) 
r(t)= [–3/(4[A])  ln[I(t)/I(t=0)] + R0

3]1/3  (4b) 
 
Equation 4b is simply a mathematical rearrangement of equation 90 

4a. The effective tunneling radius (Rf) at time t may be defined as 
the distance at which kf(r) = t-1.47 Based on equation 1a this 
definition leads to equation 5, making a connection between Rf(t), 
f and kf(R0). 
 95 
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Rf(t) = R0 + 1/f  ln[kf(R0)  t]   (5) 
 
It was found that the simple Perrin model yields accurate values 
of f but systematically overestimates kf(R0) by about a factor of 
2. Therefore, a revised Perrin model (equation 6a) was introduced 5 

where the factor g is simply a dimensionless constant of value 
1.9.51  
 
Rf(t) = R0 + 1/f  ln[g  kf(R0)  t]   (6a) 
        = R0 + 1/f  ln[g  kf(R0)] + 1/f  ln(t)  (6b) 10 

 
When transforming the experimental I(t)-curves into r(t)-curves 
using eq. 4b and plotting the resulting r(t)-values as a function of 
ln(t), one obtains linear plots that can be fitted to equation 6b; the 
slope of a linear regression yields f, the intercept provides 15 

kf(R0).20, 52 The tunneling distance Rf(t) should be independent of 
quencher concentration.20 Consequently, luminescence decays 
measured at different quencher concentrations should in principle 
produce perfectly superimposable Rf(t)-functions; failure in doing 
so can reflect errors in proper intensity scaling of the different 20 

decays at t = 0 (see below).19 This represents a convenient (but 
important) self-consistency test.  
 Starting from the same premises as for the Perrin model (i. e., 
statistical distribution of D / A pairs and lack of diffusion), more 
sophisticated models for analysis of emission quenching in a rigid 25 

medium have been derived. One possibility is the assumption that 
the emissive chromophore is embedded in a face-centered cubic 
lattice with nearest neighbor distance d, surrounded by a random 
distribution of quenchers at different lattice points.18, 53, 54 

       (7) 30 

 
In eq. 7, the luminescence decay relative to its value at time zero 
(I(t=0)) is described as a function of the decay kinetics in the 
absence of quencher (I0(t)), the distance decay constant (f), and 
the electron transfer rate constant (kf(R0)) at contact distance (R0) 35 

between the emitter and the quencher. The factor of 2348 is 
appropriate for quencher concentrations measured in moles per 
liter and distances measured in angstroms. The sum over lattice 
points i excludes the origin (emitter) and any lattice points closer 
than R0. The sum over j can be truncated after the first term for 40 

quencher concentrations below 5 M.53, 54 
 Instead of assuming that the quenchers are located at discrete 
lattice points one may also assume that the acceptor distribution 
in the rigid medium is continuous. This leads to eq. 8 which is 
similar to an expression derived earlier for the description of 45 

energy transfer.55 

       (8) 
 
The factor of 132.12 is appropriate for quencher concentrations in 
units of moles per liter and distances measured in angstroms. 50 

 A rather drastic assumption made in all of these models is that 
reactant orientation effects do not play a significant role. This 
aspect has been explored in detail by Fayer,50 and a comment 
regarding this issue is made in section 5. The models discussed 
above are based largely on the early work by Inokuti and 55 

Hirayama and by Hopfield;55, 56 more sophisticated orientation-
dependent models have been developed later.57-59  
 Photoinduced forward electron transfer can easily be detected 
by luminescence spectroscopy, but detection of the thermal 
backward reaction requires more sophisticated pump-probe 60 

techniques, for example transient absorption spectroscopy or 
transient grating experiments.60 What is more, while forward 
electron transfer between photoexcited D and A is relatively 
simple to model, the problem of thermal backward electron 
transfer between D+ and A- is more complex. This is because the 65 

distribution of distances between D+ and A- is not random but 
instead is governed by the forward process. Since diffusion does 
not occur to an appreciable extent in solid matrices, back transfer 
is geminate, i. e., the anionic acceptor will not release its electron 
to a neutral donor but only to the original donor molecule which 70 

has become a cation. Due to these experimental and theoretical 
challenges, there exist comparatively few studies which have 
explored both forward and backward electron transfer between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in rigid matrices, and 
the majority of case studies discussed below have focused 75 

exclusively on the photoinduced forward reaction. Nevertheless, 
mathematical models describing the D+ / A- survival probability 
as a function of time have been developed,16, 60-62 and the results 
of numerical simulations are quite instructive. 

 80 

Figure 4. Most probable D+ / A- separation distances at various different 
times after pulsed excitation. The probability curves shown here were 
obtained with the parameters Rc,f = Rc,b = 10 Å, f = b = 1 Å-1,  = 16 ns, 

and an acceptor concentration of 0.1 M. Reprinted with permission from 
ref. 61. Copyright 1989 American Institute of Physics. 85 

 Figure 4 shows the result of such a simulation, displaying the 
probability for the occurrence of a certain D+ / A- separation as a 
function of time. The simulation is based on critical quenching 
radii (Rc) of 10 Å (for the forward (Rc,f) and the backward (Rc,b) 
reaction), f = b = 1 Å-1, a donor excited-state lifetime of 16 ns, 90 

and an acceptor concentration of 0.1 M.61 For each time, there is 
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a most probable cation/anion separation, and this distance 
increases as time passes. The D+ / A- pairs which are created at 
early times have short separations and therefore recombine more 
rapidly than those generated at longer times. It has been noted 
that the distribution of separations moves out as a damped 5 

wave,62 and the maximum separation distance is limited by the 
excited-state lifetime of the donor. In Figure 4 the probability 
curves are rather symmetrical but when f and b differ 
significantly, strongly asymmetric D+ / A- survival probabilities 
are calculated.62 10 

 Figure 5 was obtained using the same parameters as for Figure 
4 and shows the partitioning of ion pair separations as a function 
of time. For example, it may be seen from this figure that (for the 
given set of parameters) at t = 10 ns, D+ / A- pairs with 
separations shorter than 8 Å have already almost completely 15 

disappeared, D+ / A- pairs with a separation of 10 Å are about to 
reach their maximum probability, while cation-anion pairs with a 
separation of 15 Å are only beginning to form. The longer the D+ 
/ A- separation, the slower the recombination reaction and the 
longer the cation-anion pair survival time. Applications of these 20 

statistical mechanics models for analysis of real experimental 
data will be discussed in sections 4 – 6. 

 
Figure 5. Probability of certain D+ / A- separation distances as a function 

of time after pulsed excitation. The curves were calculated using the 25 

same parameters as for Figure 4. Reprinted with permission from ref. 61. 
Copyright 1989 American Institute of Physics. 

 In summary, the following key assumptions are usually made 
when analyzing data obtained from investigations of 
photoinduced electron transfer in glassy matrices and related rigid 30 

media: (1) donors and acceptors are dispersed in a perfectly 
random manner; (2) the donor-acceptor distance is fixed on the 
timescale of the electron transfer event; (3) the distance 
dependence of the electron transfer rate is dominated by the 
distance dependence of the electronic coupling matrix element 35 

(HDA
2) describing the electronic interaction between D and A; (4) 

the influence of relative D / A orientation on  the electron transfer 
rates is neglected in most cases. When departing from an 
arbitrary initial pair distribution function for reactants, 
assumption 1 can be lifted. If the full model of electron transfer 40 

distance dependence is taken into account, assumption 3 is not 

necessary. 

3. Some practical aspects 

Some of the most important practical aspects for investigation of 
photoinduced electron transfer between randomly dispersed 45 

donors and acceptors in rigid matrices were mentioned already in 
the introduction. Specifically, the most important selection 
criteria for donors and acceptors were outlined. Regarding the 
rigid matrix the key is that it can form high-quality glasses or 
films even when high (0.1 – 1 M) concentrations of acceptor are 50 

present. A number of pure substances and solvent mixtures form 
glasses when cooled to 77 K.63 However, such low temperatures 
are not always necessary. For example, the viscosity of glycerol 
at 248 K is 2.3105 cP and hence the average diffusion distance of 
a glycerol molecule is 0.5 Å in 1 s (based on the Stokes-55 

Einstein relation),64 i. e., the donor-acceptor distances can be 
expected to remain relatively constant on the typical timescale for 
electron transfer with photoexcited Ru(-diimine)3

2+ complexes. 
In fact higher temperatures (> 77 K) may be beneficial for 
observing long-range electron transfer, particularly when the 60 

overall reaction requires some thermal activation. 

 
Figure 6. Simulated luminescence decay curves (using the cubic lattice 

model in eq. 7) for a donor – acceptor system in which the donor 
excited-state lifetime is 8 s and the acceptor concentration varies from 65 

0 to 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50 M. For each acceptor concentration, three 
simulations with three different pairs of kf(R0) and f values were run 

(21011 s-1 and 1.35 Å-1; 1012 s-1 and 1.50 Å-1; 7.51012 s-1 and 1.65 Å-1). In 
the upper panel the decay data are normalized to the earliest calculated 
time point (1 ns). In the lower panel the time-integrated intensities are 70 

scaled according to luminescence quantum yields. Reprinted with 
permission from ref. 19. Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society. 
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 The formation of glasses at low temperatures can be associated 
with serious solubility issues. A homogeneous solution at 298 K 
does not necessarily convert into a glass of high optical quality at 
cryogenic temperatures even when the pure solvent is known to 5 

glass. Moreover, with increasing acceptor concentration 
aggregation phenomena become increasingly important, and the 
assumption of a statistical D / A distribution can become 
inappropriate. As mentioned already in the introduction, the 
phase change from fluid solution to rigid medium has a strong 10 

influence on GET
0 and , i. e., the thermodynamics for electron 

transfer change significantly.26, 28 As a consequence, there are 
numerous D / A couples which exhibit efficient excited-state 
electron transfer in fluid solution, but in rigid media at low 
temperatures the photoinduced electron transfer phenomenon 15 

cannot take place any more for thermodynamic reasons.17, 26 A 
common strategy to circumvent this problem is to choose D / A 
combinations for which the driving force (GET

0) in fluid solution 
is on the order of 1 eV or greater.19, 20 In general, the fluid-solid 
phase transition also affects the photophysical properties of the 20 

emissive chromophore;28 often this manifests in a lengthening of 
the excited-state lifetime, which is beneficial for the investigation 
of long-range electron transfer phenomena. 

Table 1. Some rigid matrices and temperatures used for investigations of 
photoinduced electron tunneling between randomly dispersed donors and 25 

acceptors. 

  
 Table 1 provides a list of host matrices that have been used for 
investigations of photoinduced electron tunneling between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors; the list includes highly 30 

viscous solvents, frozen glasses, and polymer films. For more 
extensive lists of pure substances and solvent mixtures that form 
frozen glasses the reader is referred to the literature.63 
 For the analysis of time-resolved luminescence quenching data 
it is very important to use decay curves which are properly scaled 35 

at I(t=0).19, 50 Figure 6 is very instructive in this regard. The upper 
part of Figure 6 shows a series of simulated luminescence decays 
for an emissive donor with an excited-state lifetime of 8 s and 
acceptor concentrations ([A]) increasing from 0 to 0.05, 0.10, 
0.25, 0.50 M.19 The decay data were normalized to the earliest 40 

calculated time point (1 ns). For each of the four decays for 
which [A]  0 M three simulations with different pairs of kf(R0) 
and f values (21011 s-1 and 1.35 Å-1; 1012 s-1 and 1.50 Å-1; 
7.51012 s-1 and 1.65 Å-1) were run. Strikingly, for any given 
acceptor concentration the three simulated decays obtained in this 45 

manner are nearly identical; for each concentration the three 

individual simulation curves are virtually on top of each other. 
This shows that when experimental luminescence decay data are 
normalized arbitrarily, kf(R0) and f are strongly correlated and 
no unique solution can be found from fits with eq. 7. It is often 50 

difficult to determine I(t=0) directly from time-resolved 
experiments because the experimental setup has a limited time 
resolution. In these cases it becomes important to determine 
I(t=0) from independent measurements. The determination of 
relative luminescence quantum yields is a suitable way to arrive 55 

at an accurate scaling of the time-resolved data. The effect this 
has is nicely illustrated by the lower panel of Figure 6.19 When 
intensities are scaled according to luminescence quantum yields, 
the simulations with the three different pairs of kf(R0) and f 
values from above are clearly different from each other; for each 60 

acceptor concentration one can now easily discern three different 
decay curves. The important message is that luminescence decay 
data alone are usually not sufficient for accurate determination of 
 values; complementary luminescence quantum yield 
measurements (relative to an unquenched sample) are usually 65 

indispensable. A recent controversy on the subject of exothermic 
rate restrictions in rigid media supports this statement (section 
4).52, 68, 70 The data self-consistency test based on eq. 6b 
mentioned in section 2 is highly useful in this context.20, 52 
Likewise, for electron transfer in fluid solution measurement of 70 

emission decay curves and time-integrated luminescence 
intensities is necessary in order to distinguish between static and 
dynamic quenching.45 This issue is also very important in highly 
viscous solvents such as ionic liquids which are at the borderline 
of rigid matrices and fluid solution.21, 22 75 

 
Figure 7. Decrease of fluorescence and phosphorescence intensities of 
photoexcited N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD) as a 

function of phthalic anhydride (PA) concentration in a MTHF glass at 77 
K. Reprinted with permission from ref. 47. Copyright 1982 American 80 

Chemical Society. 

matrix temperature references 
MTHF 77 K 20, 47, 48, 

65 
triacetin-tributyrin (70:30, v/v) 196 K 47 
trans-1,5-decalindiol 295 K 65 
ethanol 77 K 65 
sucrose octaacetate 298 K 50, 60, 62 
trehalose 295 K 66 
glycerol  250 K 44, 64 
glycerol/methanol (9:1, v/v) 255 K 52, 67, 68 
polycarbonate “Lexan” 77, 298, 359 K 49 
H2O with 25% (w/w) H2SO4 77 K 19 
toluene 77 K 20 
mesoporous silica 298 K 69 
poly(ethyleneglycol)dimethacrylate 298 K 24 
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4. Experimental studies with organic donors and 
acceptors 

While early studies of intermolecular electron transfer between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in rigid matrices made 
use of pulse radiolysis techniques,1, 9-13 Miller was among the first 5 

to experimentally explore photoinduced electron tunneling in 
frozen glasses. Initial experiments made use of N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethyl-p-phenylene diamine (TMPD) as an excited-state 
electron donor and phthalic anhydride (PA) as an acceptor in 
glassy 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) at 77 K.47 The 10 

fluorescence and phosphorescence intensity (I) of TMPD was 
measured as a function of PA concentration ([PA]). Figure 7 
shows a plot of I/I0 versus [PA] (I0 is the emission intensity in 
absence of quencher) which exhibits the expected exponential 
concentration dependence (section 2). Critical quenching radii 15 

(Rc) were defined as the (center-to-center) distance at which 
excited-state depopulation by electron transfer is equally probable 
as inherent excited-state decay by fluorescence or 
phosphorescence. Using singlet and triplet excited-state lifetimes 
of 7 ns and 3 s for TMPD in MTHF at 77 K, linear regression fits 20 

to the data in Figure 7 yield Rc = 17 Å for the fluorescent excited-
state and Rc = 25 Å for the phosphorescent excited-state of 
TMPD. Thus, the 9 order of magnitude difference in lifetime 
between singlet and triplet excited-states only translates to an 
increase in electron tunneling distance by 8 Å or 47%. In the 25 

same study, three additional donors (hexaethylbenzene, 
hexamethyltriindan, and N-isoproylcarbazole) as well as two 
additional acceptors (pyromellitic dianhydride, 
tetracyanoethylene) were explored in triacetin-tributyrin (70:30, 
v/v) matrices at 196 K.47 The largest quenching radius (Rc = 33 30 

Å) was determined for the phosphorescence of N-
isopropylcarbazole with tetracyanoethylene as an acceptor. 

 
Figure 8. Gaussian free energy dependence of electron transfer rates in 

frozen MTHF at 77 K. Only the “normal region” is experimentally 35 

accessible. The individual data points were obtained for different 
donor/acceptor couples; see text for details. Reprinted with permission 

from ref. 65. Copyright 1984 American Chemical Society. 

 In subsequent related work the photoexcited species was the 
acceptor, and various electron donors were used in large excess in 40 

a trans-1,5-decalindiol matrix at 295 K to induce reductive 
excited-state quenching by intermolecular electron transfer.65 One 
focal point of this study was to explore the dependence of the 
critical quenching radius (Rc) on the reaction free energy, hence 
an entire series of donor-acceptor combinations providing 45 

different electron transfer driving-forces was used. As acceptors 
rubrene, tetracene, 9,10-di-(2-naphtyl)anthracene, perylene, 9-
methylanthracene, 9,10-diphenylanthracene, coronene, 
benzo[ghi]perylene, fluoranthene, and acridine were employed. 
TMPD, N,N-diethylaniline, and tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethene 50 

served as donors. Combination of these reactants permitted 
investigation of photoinduced electron transfer processes with 
reaction free energies (GET

0) ranging from -0.1 eV to -1.5 eV (as 
determined for fluid polar solution). An important finding was 
that Rc exhibits a Gaussian dependence on GET

0 (Figure 8) as 55 

predicted by Marcus theory,30 although the inverted region could 
not be observed in these specific experiments.65 The individual 
excited-state acceptors have fluorescence lifetimes ranging from 
0.4 ns to 380 ns, hence the critical quenching radii in Figure 8 
were adjusted to the values they would have if all acceptors had 60 

an excited-state lifetime of 10 ns. The maximum quenching 
radius for this lifetime is 15.6 Å. For the distance decay constant 
(f) a value of 1.33 Å-1 was determined using the Perrin model. It 
was noted that the dielectric constant of the rigid trans-1,5-
decalindiol is much lower than that of fluid acetonitrile for which 65 

the GET
0 values were determined, hence the reaction free 

energies are most likely overestimated by 0.4 – 0.5 eV. 
Furthermore it was pointed out that the spherical Perrin model 
might be somewhat problematic for the -conjugated and 
therefore strongly nonspherical donors and acceptors used in this 70 

study. 
 Subsequently, Miller and coworkers performed a closely 
related pulse radiolysis study in which biphenyl anion served as 
an electron donor, and 28 different organic molecules served as 
electron acceptors in vitreous MTHF at 77 K.48 This technique 75 

permitted variation of GET
0 over a significantly greater range 

(up to -2.75 eV), and in consequence made observation of the 
inverted driving-force effect possible. However, analysis of some 
of the kinetic data in the range of 10-7 to 102 s turned out to be 
non-trivial and required the Franck-Condon factors to become 80 

time-dependent. This was justified by arguing that the solvent 
relaxation around the transient electron donor (biphenyl anion) is 
time-dependent even over very long timescales in the rigid 
matrix. It was noted that adjusting f would improve the fits, but 
a common value of f = 1.2 Å-1 was used to fit all data. 85 

Theoretical work suggested that such effects might have their 
origin in the fact that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation can 
become qualitatively incorrect for electron transfers at very long 
D – A distances.71 At any rate, the distance decay constants have 
been demonstrated experimentally to be a function of the 90 

combination of a specific donor, acceptor, and the intervening 
medium.39-41 Consequently, different donor-acceptor pairs in 
MTHF need not necessarily provide the same f value. 
 Fayer and coworkers used a pentacene donor, duroquinone as 
an acceptor, and sucrose octaacetate as a rigid matrix for 95 

investigations of photoinduced electron tunneling at room 
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temperature.50 The key novelty of their initial study with 
pentacene was that for the first time the results of luminescence 
quenching experiments from time-resolved and time-integrated 
measurements were compared and found to be in excellent 
mutual agreement without adjustable parameters. The critical 5 

transfer distance (Rc) defined as the distance at which an excited 
pentacene donor has an equal probability of decaying to the 
ground state as transferring an electron to a duroquinone acceptor 
was found to be 14.3 Å. For the distance decay parameter a value 
of 2.86 Å-1 was determined,50 suggesting that sucrose octaacetate 10 

mediates long-range electron tunneling very poorly – hardly 
better than what is calculated for vacuum (2.9 – 4.0 Å-1, see 
above).36 This is a somewhat surprising result. While it is clear 
that individual sucrose octaacetate molecules can only interact 
with each other via weak van der Waals interactions, this is also 15 

true for 2-methyltetrahydrofuran molecules yet frozen glasses of 
this particularly solvent provide substantially lower -values (see 
above and below). 
 Later work by Fayer and coworkers made use of rubrene as an 
electron donor in sucrose octaacetate to probe both photoinduced 20 

forward electron transfer to duroquinone acceptors, as well as 
thermal back electron transfer from duroquinone anions to 
rubrene cations.60, 62 A picosecond transient grating technique 
was used to detect the cation/anion pairs. Data analysis was based 
on the sophisticated statistical mechanics models developed in the 25 

same group,50, 61 and it was found that excluded volume must be 
taken into account in order to obtain accurate charge transfer 
parameters.62 Briefly, the excluded volume problem arises from 
the fact that two molecules cannot have overlapping volumes, and 
at high concentrations this effect can become important and 30 

corrections to the statistical mechanics model become necessary. 
The critical quenching radii (defined as mentioned above) were 
found to be similar for the photoinduced forward reaction (Rc,f = 
13 Å) and the thermal backward process (Rc,b = 13.5 Å).62 For the 
forward reaction f = 1.25 Å-1 was determined, similar to what 35 

has been found by Miller and coworkers for MTHF (1.2 Å-1) and 
trans-1,5-decalindiol (1.33 Å-1). However, analysis of the 
backward reaction yields b = 4.5 Å-1. The observation that 
forward and backward electron transfer reactions in the same 
intervening medium do not produce identical distance decay 40 

constants is not particularly surprising because the two reactions 
have different energetics and, notably, different tunneling energy 
gaps.34, 41, 72, 73 What is surprising, however, is the very large 
discrepancy between f and b, and in particular the finding that 
the backward reaction appears to exhibit a steeper distance 45 

dependence than what has been calculated for vacuum (2.9 – 4.0 
Å-1). 
 Eaton and coworkers investigated electron transfer from 
triplet-excited tryptophan to cysteine in room-temperature 
trehalose glasses.66 Transient absorption studies yielded kf(R0) = 50 

4.2109 s-1 and f = 4.0 Å-1, which is a strikingly high distance 
decay constant. Later measurements in aqueous glasses at 77 K 
have produced much lower  values (see below).19 When f = 4.0 
Å-1, only cysteines within 1 Å of a triplet-excited tryptophan can 
participate in electron transfer chemistry. 55 

5. Experimental studies with metal complexes 

Because of efficient intersystem crossing due to large spin-orbit 

coupling metal complexes usually emit from triplet excited-states 
which are longer-lived than the singlet excited states of purely 
organic molecules.74 The longer the lifetime of the emissive 60 

electron donor, the longer the electron tunneling distance range 
that can be probed. This is the main advantage when using metal 
complexes, but also the fact that certain classes of metal 
complexes are potent excited-state donors or acceptors makes 
coordination compounds an interesting choice for investigating 65 

electron tunneling in rigid matrices. In initial studies by 
McLendon and coworkers different homo- and heteroleptic Ru(-
diimine)3

2+ complexes were employed as excited-state electron 
donors whereas methylviologen served as an acceptor.44, 64 The 
solid matrix was a glycerol solution which had been cooled to 70 

temperatures below 250 K; the observed exponential dependence 
of luminescence quenching on acceptor concentration is 
consistent with collisionless electron transfer (eq. 4a). Two 
important results emerged from these studies: (i) the distance 
decay constant for rigid glycerol is 1.4 Å-1, in line with prior 75 

studies in frozen MTHF by Miller ( = 1.2 Å-1);48 (ii) the critical 
quenching radius (Rc,f) for electron tunneling between 
photoexcited Ru(2,2’-bipyridine)3

2+ and methylviologen is 13.1 
Å. This corresponds to a separation of only 3 Å between edges 
of the reactants hence the electron does not tunnel very far in this 80 

instance. 
 Subsequent studies in polycarbonate (“Lexan”) made use of 
Ru(-diimine)3

2+ complexes as excited-state acceptors while 
TMPD, N,N-dimethyl-p-toluidine, N,N-dimethyl-p-
methoxyaniline (PMDMA), and other amines served as electron 85 

donors.49 Critical quenching radii (Rc,f) in this case ranged from 
8.5 to 19.3 Å, the distance decay constant was found to range 
between 0.500.07 and 0.640.1 Å-1 depending on what 
ruthenium complex was used. It was cautiously considered 
whether this observation of donor/acceptor couple-dependent f-90 

values might be related to variations in the donor/acceptor 
ionization potentials but the data was considered too inaccurate to 
permit a definite conclusion regarding this interesting question. 
 For biological electron transfer it is important to know how 
well or how badly water mediates electron tunneling. Gray and 95 

Winkler investigated photoinduced electron transfer from 
photoexcited Ru(terpyridine)2

2+ to Fe(H2O)6
3+ in aqueous glasses 

at 77 K, because earlier studies of electron tunneling in water did 
not lead to any consensus regarding the effectiveness of water as 
a tunneling medium.19 In order to prevent crystallization, 25% 100 

(v/v) of H2SO4 was added, but on a molar basis the matrix 
nevertheless contains >90% H2O/H3O+. Using careful steady-
state and time-resolved luminescence experiments taking into 
account the fact that I(t=0), kf(R0), and f are strongly interrelated 
(see section 3), a distance decay constant of 1.680.07 Å-1 was 105 

determined (Figure 9). This is an important result because it 
demonstrates that tunneling 20 Å through water is at least 100 
times slower than tunneling through protein backbone.19 An 
electron will therefore usually prefer transferring along protein 
backbone over tunneling through surrounding water molecules, 110 

even at the expense of a certain geometrical detour. Mediation of 
electron transfer by water molecules has also been studied from a 
theoretical perspective.75, 76 
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Figure 9. Timetable for electron tunneling through various media. The -

values for the individual tunneling media were taken from the 
literature.19, 20, 36, 41, 77 Different donor/acceptor couples were used in the 

respective experiments, but here a common van der Waals contact 5 

distance of 4 Å was taken for all systems. 

 Subsequent studies by the Gray/Winkler team focused on the 
direct comparison of electron tunneling through MTHF and 
toluene glasses at 77 K using a dinuclear iridium complex as a 
donor and 2,6-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone as the acceptor.20 For 10 

MTHF f = 1.62 Å-1 whereas for toluene f = 1.23 Å-1 was found 
(Figure 9). The large distance decay constant for MTHF 
compared to covalent alkane bridges (f = 1.0 Å-1)2 and the 
higher f-value for toluene compared to covalent oligo-p-xylene 
bridges (f = 0.52 – 0.77 Å-1)20, 78, 79 was attributed to the 15 

inefficiency of electron tunneling across van der Waals contacts. 
From these findings it was inferred that biological electron 
tunneling will usually occur along pathways that involve as few 
transfers across van der Waals contacts as possible, in line with 
many pathway studies of electron tunneling in proteins.20 A short 20 

comment regarding reactant orientation effects seems useful here. 
For a D – A pair with a particular relative orientation, the electron 
transfer rate is, in general, orientation dependent. Fayer and 
coworkers demonstrated that an angle-dependent transfer rate 
does not have a large effect on an ensemble average observable 25 

such as a luminescence decay curve; orientation effects are 
simply washed out by the ensemble.50 However, it has been noted 
that the determination of f and kf(R0) from an ensemble of 
randomly dispersed reactants could be a poor predictor for the 
rate of electron transfer between a donor and an acceptor held in a 30 

fixed configuration in a protein.50 
 Using a clever molecular design Zink and coworkers were able 
to determine the distance dependence of electron tunneling 
through mesoporous silica films.69 Surfactant-templated sol-gel 
materials usually consist of three spatially well separated regions: 35 

(i) the silica framework, (ii) the hydrophobic core of the 
templating liquid crystal phase, and (iii) the ionic interface region 
forming the boundary between the silica framework and the 
hydrophobic phase. A Ru(bpy)3

2+ complex with silylated bpy 
ligands was attached to the silica framework, and a 40 

methylviologen acceptor was placed into the ionic interface 
region. The spatial separation between the Ru(bpy)3

2+ donor and 
the methylviologen acceptor thereby achieved permitted 

determination of the distance dependence of electron tunneling 
through mesoporous silica using luminescence quenching 45 

experiments. Zink and coworkers found f = 2.50.4 Å-1 and 
noted that this high value is in line with the large band gap of 
silica glass. This view is further in line with recent discussions of 
electronic conduction through an intervening medium.23 

 50 

Figure 10. Illustration of the functioning principle of the sensitized ultra-
long-range electron transfer process. The lower line shows the redox 

products which are formed after electron transfer. 

6. Sensitized ultra-long-range electron transfer in 
a polymer film 55 

In organic solar cells, photoinduced electron transfer from a 
donor to an acceptor-type organic semiconductor film introduces 
free charge carriers, i. e., donor-acceptor bilayer devices can work 
like classical p-n junctions.3, 5 Buckminsterfullerene is a popular 
acceptor material for this purpose, while phenylene vinylene 60 

derivatives, polythiophene, and polyfluorene are frequently used 
donor-type semiconducting polymers. Blending such polymers 
with fullerenes is a very efficient way to break apart 
coulombically bound electron – hole pairs, called excitons, and to 
form free charge carriers. This process is called photoinduced 65 

charge separation and can occur within 50 fs in polymer blends. 
The charge carriers must then reach the electrodes within their 
lifetime. 
 A recent study by Meyer and coworkers makes use of the 
Ru(bpy)3

2+ / methylviologen donor-acceptor couple for 70 

investigation of sensitized electron transfer through a 
poly(ethyleneglycol)dimethacrylate film.24 This study is 
fundamentally different from the previously discussed studies 
because it involves the use of anthracene as a sensitizer of long-
range electron transfer. The films contain 50 M Ru(bpy)3

2+ 75 

donor, 0.5 mM – 9 mM methylviologen acceptor, and up to 280 
mM anthracene. Following ruthenium irradiation, the excitation 
energy is transferred to the lowest triplet excited-state of a 
neighboring anthracene molecule and then migrates onwards 
from one anthracene unit to the next until the excitation energy is 80 

in proximity of a methylviologen dication (Figure 10). Then, 
methylviologen is reduced and the excited anthracene is oxidized. 
At methylviologen concentrations of 0.5 mM the average donor-
acceptor distance was estimated to >90 Å, i. e., the electron 
transfer event is sensitized through triplet-triplet energy transfer 85 

over a very long distance; for reference, tunneling distances in the 
works cited above were typically well below 25 Å. Given an 
average separation distance between anthracene molecules of 11 
Å at 280 mM concentration (mathematical models for calculation 
of the average distance between uniformly distributed molecules 90 

are readily available),80 the overall energy migration process must 
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involve at least 9 individual energy transfer steps. This example 
nicely shows how electron transfer can be sensitized by energy 
transfer over a very long distance in an insulating polymer. 
 As mentioned in section 6, there has been an investigation of 
photoinduced long-range electron tunneling through 5 

polycarbonate,49 but given the importance of -conjugated 
polymers for organic solar cells or OLEDs, it is surprising that 
there have not been many more fundamental mechanistic 
investigations of photoinduced electron transfer between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in such media. There is 10 

obviously much work that has investigated the electron and hole 
mobility in polymer matrices by current-voltage measurements,81 
but this is beyond the scope of this Perspective. Likewise, 
investigations of photoinduced charge-separation in polymer 
blends (performed for example in the realm of organic solar cell 15 

or OLED research) are beyond the mission of this review on the 
subject of randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in rigid 
matrices.  

7. Summary and conclusions 

Compared to the vast amount of studies of photoinduced electron 20 

transfer in covalent donor-bridge-acceptor molecules there are 
relatively few studies of phototriggered electron transfer between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in rigid matrices. 
Naturally the study of discrete molecules is associated with 
certain advantages but the covalent assembly of individual 25 

functional units is often associated with significant synthetic 
effort. The experimental approach discussed in this Perspective 
provides a valuable alternative for obtaining detailed insight into 
the phenomenon of long-range electron tunneling. 
 As mentioned already in the introduction, the field of electron 30 

tunneling in glassy matrices is rather mature but recent studies 
have provided some important new insights. For example, the 
determination of distance decay constants () for aqueous and 
organic glasses using properly intensity-scaled luminescence 
decay data is an important result.19, 20 Even though the data 35 

analysis occurred on an ensemble of D / A pairs with different 
relative orientations, the high  values of 1.680.07 Å-1 (aqueous 
glass) and 1.620.05 Å-1 (2-methyltetrahydrofuran glass) 
compared to protein backbone (  1.1 Å-1)2, 37 supports the idea 
that biological electron tunneling occurs largely across covalent 40 

and hydrogen-bonded pathways,75 while tunneling across van der 
Waals contacts is avoided as much as possible. The inefficiency 
of electron tunneling across van der Waals contacts also 
manifests in a -value of 1.23 Å-1 for toluene glass at 77 K,20 
while photoinduced electron tunneling across covalently linked p-45 

xylene spacers exhibits -values in the range of 0.52 Å-1 to 0.77 
Å-1 (in fluid solution at 298 K).41, 77, 78, 82-84 Another important 
aspect that has become clear from recent investigations of 
electron tunneling through glasses (and from related studies with 
covalent donor-bridge-acceptor molecules)39, 40 is that it is 50 

meaningless to report “universal” distance decay constants for a 
given medium; the -value is always a function of the entire 
combination comprised of the donor, the bridging medium, and 
the acceptor;  is not a bridging medium specific constant which 
is universally valid for all donor-acceptor combinations.23, 39-41, 85, 

55 

86 
 

Table 2. Some distance decay constants () for photoinduced electron 
tunneling in different rigid and semirigid media.  

matrix    [Å-1]   refs 60 

H2O with 25% (w/w) H2SO4 1.680.07   19 
trehalose glass  4.0   66 
sucrose octaacetate  2.86   50 
sucrose octaacetate  3.33 (forward reaction)  

  0.83 (backward reaction)  60 65 

sucrose octaacetate  4.55 (forward reaction) 
1.25 (backward reaction) 62 

glycerol   1.4    44 
glycerol/methanol  1.65   52 
trans-1,5-decalindiol  1.33   65 70 

Lexan   0.640.10   49 
2-methyltetrahydrofuran 1.20   48 
2-methyltetrahydrofuran 1.620.05   20 
toluene   1.23   20 
mesostructured silica  2.50.4   69 75 

 

 
 Table 2 provides a survey of distance decay constants that 
have been determined from studies of photoinduced electron 
transfer in frozen glasses and other rigid matrices. The striking 80 

observation is that these distance decay constants vary over very 
large ranges in identical solvents and some of them are close to 
the  value estimated for vacuum (2.9 – 4.0 Å-1).36 For water as a 
tunneling medium, early pulse radiolysis studies (using aqueous 
glasses with 6 M NaOH) have yielded  values between 0.5 and 85 

1.4 Å-1,19, 87, 88 and a transient conductance experiment in fluid 
solution gave  = 0.75 Å-1.19, 89 More recent work found  = 
1.680.07 Å-1 for glassy H2O with 25% H2SO4.19 It is 
conceivable that some of these discrepancies have their origin in 
the fundamentally different nature of charge-shift reactions 90 

(occurring in pulse radiolysis) and charge-separation reactions 
(occurring in photoinduced electron tunneling). In the latter 
reaction type cations and anions are formed, and the driving-force 
is likely to have a 1/r distance dependence (as predicted from 
Coulomb’s law). Given the low dielectric constants of the frozen 95 

media, a substantial variation in -GET
0 with distance might be 

the result, and this could have the effect of giving larger apparent 
 values than for a comparable charge-shift reaction in the same 
medium. In this scenario, the resulting differences in distance 
decay constants are not due to variations in electronic coupling, 100 

but they are caused by the distance dependence of the driving 
force.  This effect can potentially explain some of the variability 
in reported  values. From this discussion and the variability of 
the values in Table 2 it seems obvious that there is still something 
to understand here. 105 

 The use of properly intensity-scaled luminescence decay 
curves has been demonstrated recently to be of major importance 
for obtaining accurate  and kf(R0) values.19 In early studies of 
photoinduced electron tunneling it is not always clear whether 
proper intensity-scaling of the decay curves at t = 0 has been 110 

made. Consequently, it is possible that many of the  values 
obtained in the past from randomly dispersed donors and 
acceptors in glassy matrices are associated with very considerable 
error bars. 
 In addition to distance-dependence studies, a series of 115 

important driving-force investigations of photoinduced electron 
transfer in rigid media were performed only recently. In 
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particular, the possibility of observing the Marcus inverted region 
in bimolecular electron transfer has received significant attention 
(again),22, 52, 67 despite the existence of significant earlier studies.1, 

13, 65 However, many of the recent observations of the inverted 
region were claimed to be spurious because of inappropriate data 5 

analysis.22 Proper data analysis has also been an important issue 
for obtaining a correct understanding of the rates for bimolecular 
photoinduced electron transfer in room-temperature ionic 
liquids.21 
 Given the importance of polymers for organic solar cells or 10 

OLEDs,5 there have been surprisingly few fundamental 
(mechanistic) studies of photoinduced electron tunneling between 
randomly dispersed donors and acceptors in polymer matrices. 
Studies on polycarbonate and poly(ethyleneglycol)dimethacrylate 
films are notable exceptions,24, 49 but analogous investigations 15 

with strongly -conjugated polymers (e. g., phenylene vinylenes, 
polythiophenes, or polyfluorenes)3, 5 in which hopping processes 
are expected to be more important than tunneling phenomena 
would be highly interesting. The plastic solar cell and OLED 
research communities (in which the abovementioned examples of 20 

-conjugated polymers are of key importance) have mostly 
focussed on determining electron or hole mobilities by measuring 
current-voltage characteristics.3, 81 Investigations of the distance 
dependence of photoinduced electron transfer between randomly 
dispersed donors and acceptors in strongly -conjugated 25 

polymers have the potential to provide complementary 
information. To some extent, the recent study of sensitized ultra-
long range electron transfer represents a step into this direction.24  
 In future studies, glassy matrices or polymer films could also 
be useful for investigations of proton-coupled electron transfer 30 

PCET) reactions. The dependence of the overall PCET rate on the 
electron transfer distance is yet poorly understood (contrary to 
“simple” electron transfer not involving proton motion). Recent 
investigations in this context focused on donor-bridge-acceptor 
molecules that have to be made in laborious multi-step 35 

syntheses.90-93 
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